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TOWARDS A BIOLOGICALLY ItEALISTIC SELF-ORGANIZING hIODEL 
OF DIRECTIONALLY SELECTIVE CIRCUITS IN STRIATE C0RTE.L. 
Corbacho'. M. A. SBnchez-Montairi.~. J .  A. Siruwza. Dept, liigcnieria 
InformBtica, Universidad AutOnoma Madr~d, 28049 Madrid (SPAIN). 

Our point of departore 1s the canoiirct!l mrcrocircicil de~elopcd by Dougliir 
and Mliitm (1991). Tlicy proposed a model of micmcira~iis in Uie cat visual 
cortex wh~cli explains wily 11 is so d~TIiciilt to detect mliibition with lion-prefcrrcd 
s t~n~u l~ .  The delicate kmdeni torrned by the inhihitory and excit;~torg signals 
cxplains why !lie less Ule intracortrcal excitation, the less input activates the 
s~nooiii population, wlii;h In turn, exhibits less nihibition. We have incorporated 
this lnicrocircwt within a macrostructure composed of sevcral nunicoiun~i~s 
(DeFelipe, 1997). We iiavc also iinproved the thalanlic input dynainics (Ribadiiiia 
B Cudeiro, 1997). Initially we wire up tlie cells :I> the cortical uea with 
biologically plaisible syiiapsep in a locally random fashion Llial corresponds to Uic 
pre-dcvelopmenlal state. Thcn, we elahorate on the work of von der Malshwg 
(1990) on how a set of cells may differentiate dwng deveiopinenl into :I sct of 
feature detectors Uiat cover the perceptual fcatiire apace. The main leatiire of [lie 
organizing scheme is thc couper?rr!un and cun?jxtrtiuri amongst iieigl~boring 
groups of cells. We also lnclude xi allernativc tu voli der Malsburg's normaliring 
term suggested by Blenciistock et al. (1982). According to the~r rclieme, the 
acti\'ily of the cell is kept ie cbeck by allowing tlie LTD-LTP Uiresli,~id to cliange 
over tin~e. In general, tli~s threshold is controlled by !he overall activity ofilie cell 
taken over a long period of time. Our model also addresses the dcveloprnent of 
lateral connections and how they affect the self-organiratiiin of aifercnt 
cniineclions (ct  Sirosh X Miikkuiainen, 1994). Current and fiturc work ~ncludes 
lhe development of multiple maps of diffcteat modalities wiilini thc same 
undfferentii~ted cortical slructurc (cT Ohermayer ct 81.. 1992) wtliin a 
biolog~cally redllstic framework. (Supported by UAM Uniwrslty Funds). 
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HEEGER'S NORMALIZATION A N D  IDEAL OBSERVER. 
S. Deneve", P.E. Lathani2 and A. Pouget', 'Georgetown University, 
Washington, DC 20007 and ' UCL4, Los Anpeles, CA 90095.1763 

Gain control by divisive inhihit~on in V1 has been shown to account for 
both simple and complex cell non-linear response properties (Heeger, Vis. 
Neurosci. 1992) and recently for human psychophysics. We explore in this 
study the statistical properties of this normalization in the presence of noise. 

We simulate Heeger's normalization with a two layer network. The first 
layer, corresponding to the "underlying linear stage", is composed of units 
broadly tuned to orientation and spatial frequency at a particular retinal 
location and linearly gain-niodulated by the contrast. These units project to 
an interconnected layer which pools and nornializes the activities locally. The 
transfer function on the second layer is assumed to be a half-wave rectification 
followed by squaring, as originally proposed by Heeger. 

When a noisy LGN input-with Poisson or Gaussian noiseis clamped 
transiently on the input layer, the output is a stable hill whose niaxinium 
gives an estimate of orientation and spatial frequency. We found that the 
variance of this estimate is very close to the smallest acliicvahie variance 
given the noise in the LGN input. Thus, the normalization is equivalent to 
an ideal observer. Moreover, only one or two iterations are required to reach 
the minimal variance making this mechanism particularly fast. Using stan- 
dard linearization techniques, we have confirmed analytically that Heeger's 
normalization is indeed a close approximation to an ideal observer and that 
this result generalizes to  a large class of non linear activation functions. This 
work suggests that every layer in the cortex could be an ideal observer of the 
activity in the layer below. 

AP supported by DOD grant DAMD17-93-V-3018. 

A MODEL OF DIRECTION SELECTIVITY IN MACAQUE V1 
BASED ON THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE MEYNERT CELL. 
R. E N. Rao". T. J. Sejnowskil, andM. 5. Livmgstone2. 'ComputationalNeuro- 
biology Lab, The Salk Institute, 10010 N. Torrey Pines Road, La Tolla, CA 92037 
and 'Department of Neurobiology, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA 02115. 

A recent physiological shrdy has suggested a relatively simple model for 
the genesis of directional selectivity in V1 of alert fixating macaque monkeys 
(Neuron, Vol. 20,1998). In this model, which is inspired by the morphology of 
Meynert neurons in layers 5/6, the inhibitory inputs to a direction-selective cell 
are assumed to be located primarily on or near the soma while the excitatory 
inputs are assumed to be located mainly on the elongated basal dendrite(s) of 
the cell. We have constructed a compartmental model based on the structure of 
a Meynert cell described by Valverde (Cerebral Cortex, Vol. 3,1985, p. 244). The 
model neuron included a low density of Nai channels in the soma, basal and 
apical dendrites and a higher density in the axon. The axon and soma also con- 
tained fast K+ channels, which were excluded from the dendrites. The dendrites 
contained high voltage-activated CaZ+ channels and slow calcium-dependent 
and voltage-dependent K+ channels. Inputs to the soma were inhibitory, 
involving both fast GABAa and slower GABAB synapses, while inputs along 
the long basal dendrite were excitatory, involving AMPA and NMDA synapses. 
When stimulated, the model neuron generated direction selective responses, 
the preferred direction of stimulation being from the distal end of the dendrite 
towards the soma. Removal of GABAB synapses resulted in the loss of direction 
selectivity, suggesting a role for these synapses in mediating the delayed inhi- 
bition required by the model. Our current efforts are focused on investigating 
the role of mechanisms such as synaptic depression in explaining the shifting 
excitatory response time course exhibited by some direction-selective neurons. 
Supported by the Sloan Foundation, HHMI and NIH grant R01 EY10203. 




